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Since 1923, Lippmann has been designing and manufacturing premium crushing equipment.

Today, Lippmann is your resource for complete systems solutions.

Whether your operation needs the flexibility of a portable or mobile-mounted crushing plant or
a complete primary crushing station, Lippmann equipment is engineered to operate reliably in
the toughest aggregate environments.
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HIGH-PROFILE PROJECTS

THE

LIPPMANN

EDGE

Site Spread Development & Equipment Selection
The customer is our focus every step of the way, ensuring that specific site needs are addressed and the
right Lippmann equipment is identified to fulfill your project requirements. Our aggregate experts have
a wealth of knowledge to support your experience from start to finish.

Whether you require individual jaw or impact crushers, custom transportable crushing plants, or
complete 2- or 3-stage crushing systems, Lippmann will design the optimal solution for your specific
aggregate operation.

Identify Site Requirements

Crushing, Plant & Custom System Selection

KENTUCKY

OHIO

CANADA

4244i & L520s-3

3048j

300C

Manufacturing Process

Paint & Final Finish

Quality Testing

Equipment Delivery

SOUTH DAKOTA

WISCONSIN

ARKANSAS

3055j

3862j

3650j

Field Installation with Certified Technician
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Lippmann covers your complete portable plant crushing system needs, from primary to tertiary crushing

Lippmann has taken its philosophy of building the toughest mobile wheel-mounted jaw crushers on the market

and all supporting auxiliary equipment to accomplish any site need.

and applied it to its newest offering, the track-mounted jaw crusher. Known throughout the industry for its
unmatched production and reliability, the track-mounted jaw crusher features a stout, torsional resistance

Lippmann’s wheel-mounted portable crushing plants provide a durable, high-production crusher on

chassis design with oversized tracks and a rugged impactor. This cost-effective plant provides the ease of

a stout, easy-to-move truck frame. These plants also feature the rugged Lippmann feeder, capable of

movement expected from a tracked machine to maneuver around aggregate and recycle operations.

handling side or rear loading from various types of equipment.

Lippmann also offers multiple discharge conveyor configurations, including a front discharge configuration,
an extended front discharge configuration, and a side discharge configuration. Combining standard
configurations for various applications with a willingness to develop custom solutions for every plant gives
each customer the kind of flexibility that translates into success in the field.

LIPPMANN PORTABLE EQUIPMENT BENEFITS:


Custom plant design



Application-specific designs to ensure 100% customer satisfaction



Meeting and exceeding your expectations for performance and production



Equipment built for demanding production, strength, and a lifetime of dependability



Rugged jaw construction with large shaft and components, and heavy frame

1200j electric heavy duty track-mounted
jaw crusher utilizes a specialized jaw
chamber to optimize material flow in
even the toughest of applications.

TRUST

OUR

AGGREGATE

EXPERIENCE

The complete Lippmann crushing systems product line provides more solutions for your needs in
demanding applications. Our team is experienced in engineering, manufacturing, and supporting
The 3055j portable jaw crushing plant’s

equipment for every aggregate material processing application for primary and secondary stage crushing.

impressive opposing wedge design,
durable chassis, and wealth of features
are suited for any application.

All Lippmann products are backed by unmatched customer service that respects your time and resolves
any challenges as efficiently as possible.
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LIPPMANN

CRUSHERS

JAW CRUSHERS
Extra-heavy steel plate construction and
stress-relieved frames offer maximum strength
and durability.

IMPACT CRUSHERS
Cost-effective and rugged solutions successfully
crush a wide range of materials, including limestone,
dolomite, gravel, basalt, and copper reverts.

“Lippmann is set apart in the industry because they are
known to be the heavy duty brand of jaw crushers and
impact crushers. They are very effective and able to

CONE CRUSHERS
Solutions provide a high degree of control over the
final product and high throughput, making them
ideal for portable, mobile and stationary applications.

withstand the pressure and impact of very hard material.”

JARROD FRANKLIN

PRESIDENT, FRANKLIN ROCK & RECYCLE
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LIPPMANN

SUPPORT

No one in the crushing industry stands behind their products better.
DELIVERY & TRAINING
With each new plant delivered, a Lippmann Certified Service Technician is on-site for start-up operator
training. Our goal is to keep your operation up and running at peak performance.
GENUINE PARTS
Common spare and wear parts are in stock and available for immediate shipping, minimizing downtime.
Some parts can be stocked in your shop by either allocation or consignment.
TECHNICAL SERVICE
Our field service experts are available to offer technical assistance no matter where you are located
throughout the globe. All service needs are handled efficiently to maximize your uptime.
WARRANTY
We have you covered with warranty service for 28 months from delivery and 24 months from
date of initial commissioning.
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3271 East Van Norman Avenue
Cudahy, WI 53110
Lippmann-Milwaukee.com
800-648-0486
LM 0004 US

